Post-Tour Cover Letter

Post-Tour Lessons and Activities

The intent of the Post-Tour lessons and activities is to assist you to reinforce the concepts learned on your field trip after returning to the classroom. These activities have been specially selected and designed for use after your field trip. Please utilize these Post-Tour lessons and activities to continue helping students learn about resource conservation and the 4Rs.

Post-Tour Lessons and Activities:

1. **Class Reflection Worksheet** — As a class, fill out this sheet *(just one sheet)* with students and reflect on the field trip experience. Please send by email or fax to tours@rethinkwaste.org or fax to (650) 802-3501.

2. **Pledge to Waste Nothing** — Students will pledge to take an action to waste nothing. Hang/stick the student pledges in the classroom to constantly remind them of what they pledged to do.

3. **Lesson Plans** — Lessons to continue the discussion and experience from the tour of the Shoreway Environmental Center on how to conserve natural resources by reusing and recycling.

4. **Fun Facts** — These are facts about Shoreway Environmental Center and resource saving details shown at the Education Center.

5. **Teach one, reach one** — Students will take action to educate peers, family and others about what they learnt from their visit to Shoreway Environmental Center. This can be done via classroom presentations, assemblies, etc. We all need to care enough to make a difference.
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